Different types of structure -Document structure -Query structure -Contextual structures -Probabilistic IR and statistical Language Models yield a principled framework for representing and exploiting these structures
(1 )P ("submarine"|d) + P ("submarine"|C) 0.12601 0.04538
Part I

Document structure
In this part -Incorporate document structure into the document language model -Represented as document fields
Document language model
Use case
Web document retrieval
Web document retrieval
Unstructured representation
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Fielded Language Models
Field language model
Smoothed with a collection model built from all document representations of the same type in the collection Field weights 
Use case
P (t|✓ d ) = X F P (t|F, d)P (F |d) P (t|F, d) = X df 2F P (t|d f , F )P (d f |F, d)
Field type importance
Taken to be the same for all entities P (F |d) = P (F )
Term generation
Importance of a term is jointly determined by the field it occurs as well as all fields of that type (smoothed with a coll. level model)
Field generation
P (t|d f , F ) = (1 )P (t|d f ) + P (t|✓ dF )
Term importance
Field generation 
PRMS
Mapping probability
Term likelihood
Probability of a query term occurring in a given field type
Prior field probability
Probability of mapping the query term to this field before observing collection statistics 
Query model
Retrieval model P (t|✓ q ) = P (t|q) = n(t, q) |q| P (t|✓ q ) = (1 )P (t|q) + P (t|q) P (t|q) ⇡ P (t, q 1 , . . . , q k ) P t 0 P (t 0 , q 1 , . . . , q k ) 
Expanded query model
Part 3
Contextual structures
Other types of structure -Model a user (random surfer) that after seeing the initial set of results -Selects one document and reads its description -Follows links connecting entities and reads the descriptions of related entities -Repeats it N times
The probability of staying at the node equals to its relevance to the query Outgoing links from d' to d
Transition probabilities set to uniform
Relevance propagation [Tsikrika et al., INEX'06]
-Weighted sum of probabilities at different steps 
